Fighting Chance Rescue Inc. ( FCR ) Adoption Contract
General Info
Name of the Horse
Specifics about the horse and known issues

Adoption fee

Name of Potential Adopter
Address
Phone
Experience with horses
How many years experience have you had with horses?

What discipline have you trained for?
What discipline would you be perusing for the adopted horse?
Would a trainer be involved?

If yes name of Trainer

Will the adopted horse be shown?

Housing of the adopted horse
Will the horse be boarded?

If so where?

What type of board would you being paying for?

Will the horse have a stall to themselves or will they be pasture boarded with other horses? How
much turn out time?

Who will supply the feed and hay and what type will the adopted horse be fed?
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Will the adopted horse have other animals around if so how many and what types?

Will the adopted horses have adequate shelter if so what kind?
What type of fencing will the adopted horse be in?

Does the property have natural shelter during turn out (trees shrubs ect. something to block the
wind and rain?)

Transport
What type of transport will the adopted horse have?
Do you have your own Trailer?

Update reports
A) In order to make sure the adopted horse is maintaining a healthy lifestyle we will require updated
photos at 3, 6 and 9 months of the first year. Also receipts as proof of worming, vaccinating and any
vet visits.
B) After the first year you are required to produce an annual photo of the adopted horse. With any
updated info such as new barn location and address or new illness or life changing event status.
C) If the horse shall die you are required to notify FCR immediately.
Sale of adopted horse

The adopter shall have the right to sell the adopted horse (after 6 months from adoption date) for
whatever price they wish, however the adopter must notify the rescue and make the new owner
aware of terms of a FCR adopted horse. They will be required to follow through with B and C in the
above mentioned updated reports. The new owners must make contact with the rescue before
taking possession of the horse. FCR is in no way are trying to impede on the adopter selling the horse
we just want to keep tabs on the horse for the reminder of it’s life.
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If the adopter has not yet reached the 6 months and feels they can no longer afford the care or have
lost interest in the ownership of the adopted horse, FCR will make arrangements within 7 days to
have the horse returned to the rescue. The return transport will be at the adopter’s expense.
IF at anytime we feel and can document the adopted horse is not being properly taken care of we
have the legal right to take the horse back at the adopter’s expense.
When adopting a horse it is understood that the horse may have health issues and have been
neglected or abused in the prior home. Therefore, FCR makes no warranties on fitness for a
particular discipline. We can not guarantee the temperament in new situations or the suitability for
riding the adopted horse. Adopter is accepting the horse at the time of pick up as is no warranties.
We will however, put in writing any known issues on this contract. The adaptor will hold harmless
FCR and staff for any liability issues that arise from injuries or destruction of property. Under no
circumstances is an FCR horse ever to be sold at an action or to a known kill buyer.
References

Vet

phone number

Farrier

phone number

* By signing below you as the adopter
agree to all the terms in the
above mentioned contract. This contract is binding on
for the adoption of
Adoption fee $
. It is understood that if
these terms are not kept the adopted horse can and will be returned to the rescue and adopted into
another home. Any and all attorney fees will then become the responsibility of the adopter.

Adopter

Fighting Chance Rescue officer

Witness

Date

Date

Date
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